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By Ann Ward Radcliffe

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Ann Radcliffe (nee Ward, 9 July 1764 - 7
February 1823) was an English author and pioneer of the Gothic novel. Her style is Romantic in its
vivid descriptions of landscapes and long travel scenes, yet the Gothic element is obvious through
her use of the supernatural. It was her technique the explained supernatural, the final revelation of
inexplicable phenomena, that helped the Gothic novel achieve respectability in the 1790s. Radcliffe
is considered one of the founders of Gothic literature. While there were others that preceded her,
Radcliffe was the one that legitimised the genre. Sir Walter Scott called her the founder of a class or
school. Jane Austen parodied Radcliffe s novel The Mysteries of Udolpho in Northanger Abbey.
Radcliffe did not like where Gothic literature was headed, and one of her later novels, The Italian,
was written in response to Matthew Gregory Lewis s The Monk. It is assumed that this frustration is
what caused Radcliffe to cease writing. After Radcliffe s death, her husband released her unfinished
essay On the Supernatural in Poetry, which details the difference between...
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It in a single of the best pdf. it had been writtern quite properly and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Mr. Maximo Johns-- Mr. Maximo Johns

I just started o  reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth looking at. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask me).
-- Prof. Jeremie Kozey-- Prof. Jeremie Kozey
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